NEMKO EUROPE

Providing lasting
CE compliance for your
electrical and electronic products
For a manufacturer or OEM producer
of electrical and electronic products,
CE marking is mandatory in order to access
the European market.
However, a growing number of Directives
has made compliance an increasingly
complex matter:
A survey in 2012 shows that 82 % of the
products which were not certified by a third
party testing and certification body failed
to comply with CE marking standards and
regulations*.
Nemko Europe certification service:
Compliance without complexity.

*IFIA Consumer Product Safety in Europe 2013 survey.

Nemko Europe Certification Service
A complete compliance solution:

10 years storage
of mandatory
CE Technical
Construction File (TCF)

Testing of product
and verification
of documentation

Prefilled
EU Declaration of
Conformity (DoC)

Nemko Europe
Certificate with the
right to use the
certification mark on
your product

Do you manufacture under your own brand?
Even if your products are excellent, without proper docu
mentation and certification they may never reach the 500 million
people in the European market. Your responsibilities extend
beyond that of making a product that complies with a growing
number of requirements. You need the proper documentation to
prove it, and you need to stay updated with current legislations
at all time.
•
•
•
•
•

You must identify the proper Directives and standards
You must produce and store the Technical Construction
File (TCF) for 10 years
The EU Declaration of Conformity (DoC) must be produced
and signed
You must stay updated on future changes to all relevant
directives and standards
You must ensure conformity in serial production

Nemko Certificate
(electrical safety
and EMC) with the
right to use the
certification mark on
your product

Updates on
relevant standards
and directives

Factory inspection
for valid certificates

Are you a manufacturer under someone else’s brand (OEM)?
Your responsibilities for CE compliance will depend on your
contract with the client. However, as a manufacturer you will in
practice be responsible for producing all technical documentation
as specified in the directives, and usually you have to provide
your client with this information.
As a manufacturer you may not want to distribute detailed
technical documentation. In this case, the new Nemko Europe
service is very useful to you, even if you are not responsible
for CE marking of the end product: When we take care of the
certification, all technical documentation stays with us – and only
us. You can use our certificate as technical file to show that a
third party has verified the file and found it compliant, instead of
transferring sensitive documentation.

With the new Nemko Europe service you can leave these
demanding duties to us. The only thing you have to do is sign the
DoC. Everything else – including information on future updates
of directives and standards relevant to your product– is a part
of our service.

Nemko is focused, efficient and responsive
The standards and regulations affecting your products are
changing at ever faster rates. At the same time, staying ahead
of the global competition requires continuously shorter time-tomarket. Delays in obtaining access around the world could be
costly in terms of lost sales.

For further details, visit us at nemko.com
You can also email us at europe@nemko.com

That’s why you need a responsive and fast-moving certification
partner like Nemko. We are a focused and specialised organisation
of 500 highly skilled people with local and global expertise.
Our company is built on a culture that embraces the will to go the
extra mile for our customers. That’s why leading global players as
well as smaller organisations describe us as one of the best in our
class. Nemko has well defined procedures and work methods in
order to make a complex task such as market access simple for
you. We are fast and efficient, and we support your efforts to stay
ahead of the competiton.

